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Abstract
Presence of bias (in datasets or tasks) is inarguably one of the most critical chal-
lenges in machine learning applications that has alluded to pivotal debates in recent
years. Such challenges range from spurious associations between variables in
medical studies to the bias of race in gender or face recognition systems. Con-
trolling for all types of biases in the dataset curation stage is cumbersome and
sometimes impossible. The alternative is to use the available data and build models
incorporating fair representation learning. In this paper, we propose such a model
based on adversarial training with two competing objectives to learn features that
have (1) maximum discriminative power with respect to the task and (2) minimal
statistical mean dependence with the protected (bias) variable(s). Our approach
does so by incorporating a new adversarial loss function that encourages a vanished
correlation between the bias and the learned features. We apply our method to
synthetic data, medical images (containing task bias), and a dataset for gender
classification (containing dataset bias). Our results show that the learned features
by our method not only result in superior prediction performance but also are
unbiased. The code is available at https://github.com/QingyuZhao/BR-Net/
1 Introduction
A central challenge in practically all machine learning applications is how to identify and mitigate
the effects of the bias present in the study. Bias can be defined as one or a set of extraneous protected
variables that distort the relationship between the input (independent) and output (dependent) variables
and hence lead to erroneous conclusions [39]. In a variety of applications ranging from disease
prediction to face recognition, machine learning models are built to predict labels from images.
Variables such as age, sex, and race may influence the training if the labels distribution is skewed
with respect to them. Hence, the model may learn bias effects instead of actual discriminative cues.
The two most prevalent types of biases are dataset bias [44, 28] and task bias [31, 26]. Dataset bias is
often introduced due to the lack of enough data points spanning the whole spectrum of variations with
respect to one or a set of protected variables (i.e., variables that define the bias). For example, a model
that predicts gender from face images may have different recognition capabilities for different races
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Figure 1: Average face images for each shade category (1st row), average saliency map of the trained
baseline (2nd row), and BR-Net (3rd row) color-coded with the normalized saliency for each pixel.
BR-Net results in more stable patterns across all 6 shades. The last column shows the tSNE projection
of the learned representations by each method. Our method results in a better representation space
invariant to the bias variable (shade) while the baseline shows a pattern influenced by the bias.
Average accuracy of per-shade gender classification over 5 runs of 5-fold cross-validation (pre-trained
on ImageNet, fine-tuned on GS-PPB) is shown on each average map. BR-Net not only obtains better
accuracy for the darker shade but also regularizes the model to improve per-category accuracy.
with uneven sizes of training samples [10]. Task bias, on the other hand, is introduced by the intrinsic
dependency between protected variables and the task. For instance, in neuroimaging applications,
demographic variables such as gender [18] or age [16] are crucial protected variables; i.e., they affect
both the input (e.g., neuroimages) and output (e.g., diagnosis) of a prediction model so they likely
introduce a distorted association. Both bias types pose serious challenges to learning algorithms.
With the rapid development of deep learning methods, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are
emerging as eminent ways of extracting representations (features) from imaging data. However, like
other machine learning methods, CNNs are prone to capturing any bias present in the task or dataset
when not properly controlled. Recent work has focused on methods for understanding causal effects
of bias on databases [44, 27] or learning fair models [32, 50, 28, 44] with de-biased representations
based on recent developments on invariant feature learning [20, 6] and domain adversarial learning
[19, 43]. These methods have shown great potential to remove dataset bias when the protected
variables are dichotomous or categorical. However, their applications to handling task bias and
continuous protected variables are still under-explored.
In this paper, we propose a representation learning scheme that learns features predictive of class
labels with minimal bias to any generic type of protected variables. Our method is inspired by the
domain-adversarial training approaches [20] with controllable invariance [55] within the context of
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [22]. We introduce an adversarial loss function based on the
Pearson correlation between true and predicted values of a protected variable. Unlike prior methods,
this strategy can handle protected variables that are continuous or ordinal. We theoretically show that
the adversarial minimization of the linear correlation can remove non-linear association between the
learned representations and protected variables, thus achieving statistical mean independence. Further,
our strategy improves over the commonly used cross-entropy or mean-squared error (MSE) loss that
only aims to predict the exact value of the bias variables. Our method, denoted by Bias-Resilient
Neural Network (BR-Net), injects resilience towards the bias during training to produce bias-invariant
features at the presence of dataset and task biases. BR-Net is different from the prior state-of-the-art
fair representation learning methods as (1) it can deal with continuous and ordinal protected variables
and (2) is based on a theoretical proof of mean independence within the adversarial training context.
We evaluate BR-Net on two datasets that allow us to highlight different aspects of the method in
comparison with a wide range of baselines. First, we test it on a medical imaging application, i.e.,
predicting the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) diagnosis directly from T1-weighted Magnetic
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Resonance Images (MRIs). As documented by the HIV literature, HIV accelerates the aging process
of the brain [13], thereby introducing a task bias with respect to age. In other words, if a predictor is
trained not considering age as a protected variable (or confounder as referred to in medical studies),
the predictor may actually learn the brain aging patterns rather than actual HIV markers. Then, we
evaluate BR-Net for gender classification using the Gender Shades Pilot Parliaments Benchmark
(GS-PPB) dataset [10]. We use different backbones pre-trained on ImageNet [15] in BR-Net and
fine-tune them for our specific task, i.e., gender prediction from face images. We show that prediction
accuracy of the vanilla model is dependent on the subject’s skin color (quantified by the ‘shade’
variable), which is not the case for BR-Net. Our comparison with several baselines and prior state-of-
the-art shows that BR-Net not only learns features impartial to race (verified by feature and saliency
visualizations) but also results in higher classification accuracy (Fig. 1).
2 Related Work
Fairness in Machine Learning: In recent years, developing fair machine learning models have been
the center of many discussions [33, 23, 3] including the media [29, 37]. It is often argued that human
or society biases are replicated in the training datasets and hence can be seen in learned models [4].
Recent effort in solving this problem focused on building fairer datasets [56, 11, 44]. However, this
approach is not always practical for large-scale datasets or especially in medical applications, where
data is relatively scarce and expensive to generate. To this end, other works learn fair representations
leveraging the existing data [58, 14, 53] by identifying features that are only predictive of the actual
outputs, i.e., impartial to the protected variable. However, prior work cannot be applied to continuous
protected variables, which we address here.
Domain-Adversarial Training: [20] proposed for the first time to use adversarial training for
domain adaptation tasks by using the learned features to predict the domain label (a binary variable;
source or target). Several other works built on top of the same idea and explored different loss
functions [9], domain discriminator settings [51, 17, 8], or cycle-consistency [25]. The focus of all
these works was to close the domain gap, which is often encoded as a binary variable. To learn
general-purpose bias-resilient models, we need to learn features invariant to all types of protected
variables. Hence, we require new theoretical insight into the methods.
Invariant Representation Learning: There have been different attempts in the literature for learning
representations that are invariant to specific factors in the data. For instance, [58] took an information
obfuscation approach to obfuscate membership in the protected group of data during training, and
[6, 40] introduced regularization-based methods. Recently, [55, 2, 59, 19, 12] proposed to use
domain-adversarial training strategies for invariant feature learning. Some works [43, 52] used
adversarial techniques based on similar loss functions as in domain adaptation to predict the exact
values of the protected variables. For instance, [52] used a binary cross-entropy for removing effect
of ‘gender’ and [43] used linear and kernelized least-square predictors as the adversarial component.
Several methods based on optimizing equalized odds [36], entropy [48, 42] and mutual-information
[47, 7, 38] were also widely used for fair representation learning. However, these methods become
intractable when protected variables are continuous or ordinal.
3 Bias-Resilient Neural Network (BR-Net)
Suppose we have an M -class classification problem, for which we have N pairs of training images
and their corresponding target label(s): {(Xi,yi)}Ni=1. Assuming a set of k protected variables,
denoted by a vector b ∈ Rk, to train a model for classifying each image while being impartial to the
protected variables, we propose an end-to-end architecture (Fig. 2) similar to domain-adversarial
training approaches [20]. Given the input image X, the representation learning (RL) module extracts
a feature vector F, on top of which a Classifier (C) is built to predict the class label y. Now, to
guarantee that these features are not biased to b, we build another network (denoted by BP) with
a new loss function that checks the statistical mean dependence of the protected variables to F.
Back-propagate this loss to the RL module in an adversarial way results in features that minimize the
classification loss while having the least statistical dependence on the protected variables.
Each network has its underlying trainable parameters, defined as θrl forRL, θc forC, and θbp for BP.
If the predicted probability that subject i belongs to classm is defined by yˆim = C(RL(Xi;θrl);θc),
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Figure 2: BR-Net architecture (left): RL learns features, F, that successfully classify (C) the input
while being invariant (statistically independent) to the protected variables, b, using BP and the
adversarial loss, −λLbp (based on correlation coefficient). Forward arrows show forward paths while
the backward dashed ones indicate back-propagation with the respective gradient (∂) values. Right:
BR-Net can remove direct dependency between F and b for both dataset or task bias.
the classification loss can be characterized by a cross-entropy:
Lc(X,y;θrl,θc) = −
N∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
yim log(yˆim). (1)
Similarly, with bˆi = BP(RL(Xi;θrl);θbp), we can define the adversarial component of the loss
function. Standard methods for designing this loss function suggest to use a cross-entropy for
binary/categorical variables (e.g., in [20, 55, 12]) or an `2 MSE loss for continuous variables ([43]).
However, the ultimate goal of adversarial component is to remove statistical association with respect
to the protected variables, as opposed to maximizing the prediction error of them. In fact, the
adversarial training based on MSE leads to the maximization of the `2 distance between bˆ and b,
which could be trivially achieved by uniformly shifting the magnitude of bˆ, thereby potentially
resulting in an ill-posed optimization and oscillation in the adversarial training. To avoid this issue,
we define the surrogate loss for predicting the protected variables while quantifying the statistical
dependence with respect to b based on the squared Pearson correlation corr2(·, ·):
Lbp(X,b;θrl,θbp) = −
k∑
κ=1
corr2(bκ, bˆκ), (2)
where bκ defines the vector of κth protected variable across allN training inputs. Through adversarial
training, we aim to remove statistical dependence by encouraging a zero correlation between bκ
and bˆκ. Note, BP deems to maximize squared correlation and RL minimizes for it. Since corr2 is
bounded in the range [0, 1], both minimization and maximization schemes are feasible. Hence, the
overall objective of the network is then defined as
min
θrl,θc
max
θbp
Lc(X,y;θrl,θc)− λLbp(X,b;θrl,θbp). (3)
where hyperparameter λ controls the trade-off between the two objectives. This scheme is similar to
GAN [22] and domain-adversarial training [20, 55], in which a min-max game is defined between two
networks. In our case, RL extracts features that minimize the classification criterion, while ‘fooling’
BP (i.e., making BP incapable of predicting the protected variables). Hence, the saddle point for this
objective is obtained when the parameters θrl minimize the classification loss while maximizing the
loss of BP. Similar to the training of GANs, in each iteration, we first back-propagate the Lc loss
to update θrl and θc. With θrl fixed, we then minimize the Lbp loss to update θbp. Finally, with
θbp fixed, we maximize the Lbp loss to update θrl. In this study, Lbp depends on the correlation
operation, which is a population-based operation, as opposed to individual-level error metrics such as
cross-entropy or MSE losses. Therefore, we calculate the correlations over each training batch as a
batch-level operation.
3.1 Non-linear Statistical Independence Guarantee
In general, a zero-correlation or a zero-covariance only quantifies linear independence between
univariate variables but cannot infer non-linear relationships in high dimension. However, we now
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theoretically show that, under certain assumptions on the adversarial training of BP, a zero-covariance
would guarantee the mean independence [54] between protected variables and the high dimensional
features, a much stronger type of statistical independence than the linear one.
A random variable B is said to be mean independent of F if and only if E[B|F = ξ] = E[B] for all ξ
with non-zero probability, where E[·] defines the expected value. In other words, the expected value
of B is neither linearly nor non-linearly dependent on F , but the variance of B might. The following
theorem then relates the mean independence between features F and the protected variables B to the
zero-covariance between B and the BP prediction, Bˆ.
Property 1: B is mean independent of Bˆ ⇒ Cov(B, Bˆ) = 0.
Property 2: B,F are mean independent⇒ B is mean independent of Bˆ = φ(F) for any mapping
function φ.
Theorem 1. Given random variables F ,B, Bˆ with finite second moment, B is mean independent of
F ⇔ for any arbitrary mapping φ, s.t. Bˆ = φ(F), cov(B, Bˆ) = 0
Proof. The forward direction⇒ follows directly through Property 1 and 2. We focus the proof on the
reverse direction. Now, construct a mapping function Bˆ = φ(F) = E[B|F ], i.e., φ(ξ) = E[B|F =
ξ], then Cov(B, Bˆ) = 0 implies
E
[BE[B|F ]] = E[B]E[E[B|F ]]. (4)
Due to the self-adjointness of the mapping B 7→ E[B|F ], the left hand side of Eq. (4) reads
E
[BE[B|F ]] = E[ (E[B|F ])2 ] = E[Bˆ2]. By the law of total expectation E[E[B|F ]] = E[B], the
right hand side of Eq. (4) becomes E[Bˆ]2. By Jensen’s (in)equality, E[Bˆ2] = E[Bˆ]2 holds iff Bˆ is a
constant, i.e., B is mean independent of F .
Remark. In practice, we normalize the covariance by standard deviations of variables for optimiza-
tion stability. In the unlikely singular case that BP outputs a constant, we add a small perturbation
in computing the standard deviation.
This theorem echoes the validity of our adversarial training strategy: RL encourages a zero-correlation
between bκ and bˆκ, which enforces bκ to be mean independent of F (one cannot infer the expected
value of bκ from F). In turn, assuming BP has the capacity to approximate any arbitrary mapping
function, the mean independence between features and bias would correspond to a zero-correlation
between bκ and bˆκ, otherwise BP would adversarially optimize for a mapping function that increases
the correlation.
Moreover, Theorem 1 induces that when bκ is mean independent of F, bκ is also mean independent
of y for any arbitrary classifier C, indicating that the prediction is guaranteed to be unbiased. When
C is a binary classifier and y ∼ Ber(q), we have p(y = 1|bκ) = E[y|bκ] = E[y] = p(y = 1) = q;
that is, y and bκ are fully independent.
As mentioned, when b characterizes dataset bias (Fig. 2a), there is no intrinsic link between the
protected variable and the task label (e.g., in gender recognition, probability of being a female is
not dependent on race), and the bias is introduced due to the data having a skewed distribution
with respect to the protected variable. In this situation, we should train BP on the entire dataset
to remove dependency between F and b. On the other hand, when b is a task bias (Fig. 2b), it
will have an intrinsic dependency with the task label (e.g., in disease classification, the disease
group has a different age range than the control group), such that the task label y could potentially
become a moderator [5] that affects the strength of dependency between the features and protected
variables. In this situation, the goal of fair representation learning is to remove the direct statistical
dependency between F and b while tolerating the indirect association induced by the task. Therefore,
our adversarial training aims to ensure mean independence between F and b conditioned on the task
label E[F|b,y] = E[F|y], E[b|F,y] = E[b|y]. In practice, we train the adversarial loss within one
or each of the M classes, depending on the specific task. This alleviates the ‘competing equilibrium’
issue in common fair machine learning methods [55], where the aim is to achieve full independence
w.r.t b while accurately predict y, an impossible task.
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Figure 3: Formation of synthetic dataset (a) and comparison of results for different methods (b).
4 Experiments
We evaluate our method on two different scenarios. We compare BR-Net with several baseline
approaches, and evaluate how our learned representations are invariant to the protected variables.
Baseline Methods. In line with the implementation of our approach, the baselines for all three
experiments are 1) Vanilla: a vanilla CNN with an architecture exactly the same as BR-net without
the bias prediction sub-network and hence the adversarial loss; and 2) Multi-task: a single RL
followed by two separate predictors for predicting bκ and y, respectively [34]. The third type of
approaches used for comparison are other unbiased representation learning methods. Note that
most existing works for “fair deep learning” are only designed for binary or categorical bias
variables. Therefore, in the synthetic and brain MRI experiments where the protected variable is
continuous, we compare with two applicable scenarios originally proposed in the logistic regression
setting: 1) [43] uses the MSE between the predicted and true bias as the adversarial loss; 2) [57]
aims to minimize the magnitude of correlation between bκ and the logit of y, which in our case
is achieved by adding the correlation magnitude to the loss function. For the Gender Shades PPB
experiment, the protected variable is categorical. We then further compare with [30], which uses
conditional entropy as the adversarial loss to minimize the mutual information between bias and
features. Note, entropy-based [48, 42] and mutual-information-based methods [47, 7, 38] are widely
used in fair representation learning to handle discrete bias.
Metrics for Accuracy and Statistical Independence. For the MRI and GS-PPB experiments, we
measure prediction accuracy of each method by recording the balanced accuracy (bAcc), F1-score,
and AUC from a 5-fold cross-validation. In addition, we track the statistical dependency between
the protected variable and features during the training process by applying the model to the entire
dataset. We then compute the squared distance correlation (dcor2) [49] and mutual information (MI)
between the learned features at each iteration and the ground-truth protected variable. Note that the
computation of dcor2 and MI does not involve the bias predictor (BP), thereby enabling a unified
comparison between adversarial methods and the non-adversarial ones. Unlike Pearson correlation,
dcor2 = 0 or MI= 0 imply full statistical independence with respect to the features in the high
dimensional space. Lastly, the discrete protected variable in GS-PPB experiment allows us to record
another independence metric called the Equality of Opportunity (EO). EO measures the average gap
in true positive rates w.r.t. different values of the protected variable.
4.1 Synthetic Experiments
We generate a synthetic dataset comprised of two groups of data, each containing 512 images of
resolution 32 × 32 pixels. Each image is generated by 4 Gaussians (see Fig. 3a), the magnitude
of which is controlled by σA and σB . For each image from Group 1, we sample σA and σB from
a uniform distribution U(1, 4) while we generate images of Group 2 with stronger intensities by
sampling from U(3, 6). Gaussian noise is added to the images with standard deviation 0.01. Now we
assume the difference in σA between the two groups is associated with the true discriminative cues
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Figure 4: tSNE projection of the learned features for different methods. Color indicates the value of
σB .
Table 1: Classification accuracy of HIV
diagnosis prediction and statistical de-
pendency of learned features w.r.t. age.
Best result in each column is typeset in
bold and the second best is underlined.
Method bAcc F1 AUC dcor2 MI
Vanilla 71.8 0.64 80.8 0.21 0.07
Multi-task 74.2 0.66 82.5 0.47 1.31
Sadeghi et al. [43] 64.8 0.58 75.2 0.22 0.06
Zafar et al. [57] 73.2 0.65 80.8 0.15 0.04
BR-Net (Ours) 74.2 0.67 80.9 0.05 7e-4
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Figure 5: Accuracy, TNR, and TPR of the HIV experiment,
as a function of the # of iterations for (a) 3D CNN baseline,
(b) BR-Net. Our method is robust against the imbalanced
age distribution between HIV and CTRL.
that should be learned by a classifier, whereas σB is a protected variable. In other words, an unbiased
model should predict the group label purely based on the two diagonal Gaussians and not dependent
on the two off-diagonal ones. To show that the BR-Net can result in such models by controlling for
σB , we train it on the whole dataset of 1,024 images with binary labels and σB values.
For simplicity, we construct RL with 3 stacks of 2 × 2 convolution/ReLU/max-pooling layers to
produce 32 features. Both the BP and C networks have one hidden layer of dimension 16 with
tanh as the non-linear activation function. After training, the vanilla and multi-task models achieve
close to 95% training accuracy, and the other 3 methods close to 90%. Note that the theoretically
maximum training accuracy is 90% due to the overlapping sampling range of σA between the two
groups, indicating that the vanilla and multi-task models additionally rely on the protected variable
σB for predicting the group label, an undesired behavior. Further, Fig. 3b shows that our method
can optimally remove the statistical association w.r.t. σB as dcor2 drops dramatically with training
iterations. The MSE-based adversarial loss yields unstable dcor2 measures, and [57] suboptimally
removes the bias in the features (green curve Fig. 3b). Finally, the above results are further supported
by the 2D t-SNE [35] projection of the learned features as shown in Fig. 4. BR-net results in a feature
space with no apparent bias, whereas features derived by other methods form a clear correlation with
σB . This confirms the unbiased representation learned by BR-Net.
4.2 HIV Diagnosis Based on MRIs
Our first task aims at diagnosing HIV patients vs. control subjects (CTRL) based on brain MRIs. The
study cohort includes 223 CTRLs and 122 HIV patients who are seropositive for the HIV-infection
Table 2: Average results over five runs of 5-fold cross-validation (accuracy and statistical indepen-
dence metrics) on GS-PPB. Best results are typeset in bold and second best are underlined.
VGG16 Backbone ResNet50 Backbone
Method bAcc (%) F1 (%) AUC (%) dcor2 MI EO% bAcc (%) F1 (%) AUC (%) dcor2 MI EO%
Vanilla 94.1±0.2 93.5±0.3 98.9±0.1 0.17 0.40 4.29 90.7±0.7 89.8±0.7 97.8±0.1 0.29 0.60 11.2
Kim et al. [30] 95.8±0.5 95.7±0.5 99.2±0.2 0.32 0.28 4.12 91.4±0.9 91.0±0.9 96.6±0.7 0.18 0.55 3.86
Zafar et al. [57] 94.3±0.4 93.7±0.5 99.0±0.1 0.19 0.43 4.11 94.2±0.4 93.6±0.4 98.7±0.1 0.29 0.60 4.68
Multi-Task 94.0±0.3 93.4±0.3 98.9±0.1 0.28 0.42 4.45 94.0±0.3 93.4±0.3 98.6±0.3 0.29 0.63 4.15
BR-Net 96.3±0.6 96.0±0.7 99.4±0.2 0.12 0.13 2.02 94.1±0.2 93.6±0.2 98.6±0.1 0.23 0.49 2.87
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with CD4 count > 100 cellsµL (average: 303.0). Since the HIV subjects are significantly older in age
than the CTRLs (CTRL: 45± 17, HIV: 51± 8.3, p < .001) in this study, normal aging becomes a
potential task bias; prediction of diagnosis labels may be dependent on subjects’ age instead of true
HIV markers.
The T1-weighted MRIs are all skull stripped, affinely registered to a common template, and resized
into a 64 × 64 × 64 volume. For each run of the 5-fold cross-validation, the training folds are
augmented by random shifting (within one-voxel distance), rotation (within one degree) in all
3 directions, and left-right flipping based on the assumption that HIV infection affects the brain
bilaterally [1]. The data augmentation results in a balanced training set of 1024 CTRLs and 1024 HIVs.
As the flipping removes left-right orientation, the ConvNet is built on half of the 3D volume containing
one hemisphere. The representation extractorRL has 4 stacks of 2×2×2 3D convolution/ReLu/batch-
normalization/max-pooling layers yielding 4096 intermediate features. Both BP and C have one
hidden layer of dimension 128 with tanh as the activation function. As discussed, the task bias
should be handled within individual groups rather the whole dataset. Motivated by recent medical
studies [41, 1], we perform the adversarial training with respect to the protected variable of age only
on the CTRL group because HIV subjects may exhibit irregular aging. This practice ensures that the
features of both CTRL and HIV subjects are unbiased towards normal aging.
Table 1 shows the diagnosis prediction accuracy of BR-Net in comparison with baseline methods.
BR-Net results in the most accurate prediction in terms of balanced accuracy (bAcc) and F1-score,
while it also learns the least biased features in terms of dcor2 and MI. This indicates BR-Net alleviates
the "competing equilibrium" issue in the task bias by pursuing conditional independence (CTRL)
between features and age. While the multi-task model produces a higher AUC, it is also the most
biased model as it learns features with highest dependency w.r.t. age. This result is also supported by
Fig. 6, where the distance correlation for BR-Net decreases with the adversarial training and increases
for Multi-task. The MSE-based adversarial loss [43] yields unstable dcor2 measures potentially
due to the ill-posed optimization of maximizing `2 distance. Moreover, minimizing the statistical
association between the bias and predicted label y [57] does not necessarily lead to unbiased features
(green curve Fig. 6). The t-SNE projections of the learned feature spaces are visualized in Fig. 6.
The feature space learned by the vanilla model forms a clear association with age, as older subjects
Figure 6: Statistical dependence between the learned features and age for the CTRL cohort in the
HIV experiment, which is quantitatively measured by dcor2 and visualized via t-SNE.
Figure 7: Accuracy of gender prediction from face images across all shades (1 to 6) of the GS-PPB
dataset with two backbones, (left) VGG16 and (right) ResNet50. BR-Net consistently results in more
accurate predictions in all 6 shade categories.
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Figure 8: Learned representations by different methods. Color encodes the 6 categories of skin shade.
are concentrated on the top left region of the space. This again suggests predictions from the baseline
may be dependent on age rather than true HIV markers. Whereas, our method results in a space with
no apparent bias to age. In addition, we record the true positive and true negative rate of BR-net for
each training iteration. As shown in Fig. 5, the baseline tends to predict most subjects as CTRLs (high
true negative rate). This is potentially caused by the CTRL group having a wider age distribution,
so an age-dependent predictor would bias the prediction towards CTRL. When controlling age as a
protected variable, BR-Net reliably results in balanced true positive and true negative rates.
4.3 Gender Prediction Using the GS-PPB Dataset
The last experiment is on gender prediction from face images in the Gender Shades Pilot Parliaments
Benchmark (GS-PPB) dataset [10]. This dataset contains 1,253 facial images of 561 female and
692 male subjects. The face shade is quantified by the Fitzpatrick six-point labeling system and is
categorised from type 1 (lighter) to type 6 (darker). This quantization was used by dermatologists for
skin classification and determining risk for skin cancer [10]. To ensure prediction is purely based on
facial areas, we first perform face detection and crop the images [21].
To train our models on this dataset, we use backbones VGG16 [46] and ResNet50 [24] pre-trained on
ImageNet [15]. We fine-tune each model on GS-PPB dataset to predict the gender of subjects based
on their face images using fair 5-fold cross-validation. The ImageNet dataset for pre-training the
models has fewer cases of humans with darker faces [56], and hence the resulting models have an
underlying dataset bias to the shade.
BR-Net counts the variable ‘shade’ as an ordinal and categorical protected variable. As discussed
earlier, besides the baseline models in the HIV experiment, we additionally compare with a fair
representation learning method, [30], based on mutual information minimization. Note that this
method is designed to handle discrete protected variables, therefore not applicable in previous
experiments. We exclude [43] as the adversarial MSE-loss results in large oscillation in prediction
results. Table 2 shows the prediction results across five runs of 5-fold cross-validation and the
independence metrics derived by training on the entire dataset. Fig. 7 plots the accuracy for each
individual ‘shade’ category. In terms of bAcc, BR-Net results in more accurate gender prediction
than all baseline methods except that it it slightly worse than [57] with ResNet50 backbone. However,
features learned by [57] are more biased towards skin shade. In most cases our method produces
less biased features than [30], a method designed to explicitly optimize full statistical independence
between variables. In practice, removing mean dependency by adversarial training is potentially a
better surrogate for removing statistical dependency between high-dimensional features and bias.
BR-Net produces similar accuracy across all ‘shade’ categories. Prediction made by other methods,
however, is more dependent on the protected variable by showing inconsistent recognition capabilities
for different ‘shade’ categories and failing significantly on darker faces. This bias is confirmed by the
t-SNE projection of the feature spaces (see Fig. 8) learned by the baseline methods; they all form
clearer association with the bias variable than BR-Net. To gain more insight, we visualize the saliency
maps derived for the baseline and BR-Net. For this purpose, we use a similar technique as in [45] to
extract the pixels in the original image space highlighting the areas that are discriminative for the
gender labels. Generating such saliency maps for all inputs, we visualize the average map for each
individual ‘shade’ category (Fig. 1). The value on each pixel corresponds to the attention from the
network to that pixel within the classification process. Compared to the baseline, BR-Net focuses
more on specific face regions and results in more stable patterns across all ‘shade’ categories.
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5 Conclusion
Machine learning models are acceding to everyday lives from policy making to crucial medical
applications. Failure to account for the underlying bias in datasets and tasks can lead to spurious
associations and erroneous decisions. We proposed a method based on adversarial training strategies
by encouraging vanished correlation to learn features for the prediction task while being unbiased
to the protected variables in the study. We evaluated our bias-resilient neural network (BR-Net) on
synthetic, medical diagnosis, and gender classification datasets. In all experiments, BR-Net resulted
in representations that were invariant to the protected variable while obtaining comparable (and
sometime better) classification accuracy.
Broader Impact
There has been a wide-spread of popular media discussions over the several past years about fairness
of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI). These discussions have cast a shadow on
trustworthiness of AI. It has been argued that unconscious biases in humans are often replicated in
datasets, on which ML algorithms are trained. This is in addition to the intrinsic biases hidden in the
tasks. In this paper, we proposed a generic solution guaranteeing statistical independence of learned
features with respect to the protected bias variables for both dataset and task biases. Our added
adversarial module can be simply added to all existing deep learning architectures. Incorporating
such algorithms can ensure a safer and more reliable application of AI in everyday lives and will
eventually lead to fairer decisions, when AI is used in critical applications.
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